We establish the fundamental limit of communication capacity within Gaussian schemes under phase-insensitive Gaussian channels, which employ multimode Gaussian states for encoding and collective Gaussian operations and measurements for decoding. We prove that this Gaussian capacity is additive, i.e., its upper bound occurs with separable encoding and separable receivers so that a single-mode communication suffices to achieve the largest capacity under Gaussian schemes. This rigorously characterizes the gap between the ultimate Holevo capacity and the capacity within Gaussian communication, showing that Gaussian regime is not sufficient to achieve the Holevo bound particularly in the low-photon regime. Furthermore the Gaussian benchmark established here can be used to critically assess the performance of non-Gaussian protocols for optical communication.
So far there are two well-known Gaussian communication schemes, coherent-state scheme with heterodyne detection and squeezed-state scheme with homodyne detection, studied under an ideal situation [1, 3] or channel noises [25, 26] . We recently extended study to general single-channel Gaussian communications with arbitrary inputs and measurements and showed that the optimal strategy among them is either coherent-state scheme or squeezed-state scheme depending on channel parameters [27] . As for multimode scenario, with inputs restricted to coherent states under thermal dissipative channels, Takeoka and Guha showed that the optimal Gaussian receiver is a separable one [28] . Since Gaussian receivers with coherent-state inputs do not saturate the ultimate channel capacity although the channel capacity is obtained with coherent-state inputs, their work provides an evidence for the gap between the capacity of Gaussian schemes and the ultimate channel capacity. However, the restriction to coherent-state inputs is not sufficient as other inputs (squeezed state) can yield higher capacity under some Gaussian channels [27] .
In this paper we establish the ultimate limit of Gaussian schemes under phase-insensitive Gaussian channels in a general multimode scenario using arbitrary N -mode Gaussian input states and collective Gaussian measurements. We prove that its upper bound is achieved by separable inputs and separable measurements (additivity of Gaussian communication). The highest capacity of Gaussian schemes is thus obtained by the optimal single-channel protocol, i.e., either coherent-state scheme or squeezed-state scheme [27] . As the capacities of those two schemes do not achieve the Holevo bound [25, 27] , we characterize the exact gap between the ultimate channel capacity and the capacity within Gaussian communication. Our results shed light on optical communication in several aspects. First, it identifies an optimal protocol when resources are confined to Gaussian operations and Gaussian receivers. Until now, coherent-state and squeezed-state schemes were used as standard protocols due to simple applicability. We now show that they actually attain the upper limit of capacity within Gaussian resources. Second, it establishes a benchmark to rigorously assess enhanced performance of non-Gaussian schemes in terms of mutual information-a central quantity of interest in communication theory. Furthermore, we suggest a non-Gaussian receiver of [18, 21] combined with an appropriate encoding method as a feasible scheme for higher communication rate than Gaussian limit.
Gaussian Communication-An N -mode Gaussian state is fully characterized by its first moments (averages) and second moments (variances) of position and momentum operatorsξ = (
T [24] . The second-order moments are given by a covariance matrix (CM) γ with elements γ ij = 1 2
. Let Alice prepare an N -mode Gaussian state ρ 0 with mean values ξ i = 0 and CM γ in .
She encodes random variables
a displacement operator on jth mode. While Gaussian schemes use Gaussian operations and measurements, no restriction is given to the probability distribution P (d α ) of encoded variables (continuous or discrete). In the classical information theory [29] , it is known that if the added noise is Gaussian, the input distribution must also be Gaussian to optimize capacity. In our Gaussian communication scenario, both of the noise emerging from the internal fluctuation of output states and the noise induced by measurement are Gaussian. Therefore, mutual information is maximized by a Gaussian distribution
with P in a 2N × 2N real positive matrix characterizing the range (variance) of encoded variables. Alice sends the N -mode state to Bob via N independent Gaussian channels, which gives an output ρ out with amplitudes d
where T = √ τ I ⊗N and M = mI ⊗N (I: 2 × 2 identity matrix). Note that an arbitrary phase-insensitive Gaussian channel can be understood as a concatenation of loss and amplification channels, fully characterized by two parameters τ and m satisfying m ≥ |τ − 1| [30] . For instance, a loss channel with transmittance η ≤ 1 and thermal photons n th is characterized by τ = η and m = (1−η)(n th + 1 2 ), while an amplification channel with gain g ≥ 1 is by τ = g and m = (g − 1) n th + 1 2 . Bob finally obtains outcomes d β using an N -mode Gaussian measurement. An arbitrary N -mode Gaussian measurement can be described by a projection onto a Gaussian state ρ M with mean values d β and CM γ M . The conditional probability for d β , given an input d α , then follows as a Gaussian distribution centered at d ′ α with its second moments determined by both the internal fluctuation of ρ out and the added noise from ρ M ,
Additionally, one might construct a receiver employing partial measurement on some (ancillary) modes and classical feedforward. However, the feedforward scheme does not make improvement to our general Gaussian scenario, like the case of coherent-state input [28] , since any Gaussian measurement on Gaussian states can be transformed into a deterministic Gaussian operation [23, 31, 32] . It thus suffices to consider our settings without ancillary modes or feedforward scheme.
As for the calculation of capacity, our case resembles the classical Gaussian communication where signal power is given by P out = τ P in and noise by γ out + γ M [29] . The mutual information measured in bits between Alice and Bob is given by
It grows indefinitely with the signal power P out , so energy constraint is introduced for a realistic consideration. The average photon number per channel is bounded byn, i.e. n 0 + n s ≤ Nn where n 0 = 1 2 (trγ in − N ) is from input state and n s = 1 2 trP in from signal encoding. Without loss of generality, we only consider a purestate input (encoding) and a projection onto a pure state (decoding). For a mixed state ρ in or ρ M , it is always possible to find a pure state leading to a higher capacity. Any pure Gaussian state can be obtained by applying on a vacuum state a unitary operation decomposed as U SV , with U and V passive transformations (energy conserving) and S single-mode squeezing operations [33] . Using S V S T V = I with S V a symplectic matrix for a passive unitary operation V [34] , we can diagonalize CMs as
Illustration of water-filling solution (optimal encoding) for a given noise vector λ.
(6) Here S U0 and S UM are symplectic matrices for passive unitary operations U 0 and U M , and r j and s j singlemode squeezing parameters. Using Eqs. (2) and (5), the output CM is diagonalized as
with the same S U0 as applying on the input. We first investigate the mutual information with fixed r j and s j in decreasing order r 1 ≥ r 2 ≥ · · · ≥ r N ≥ 0 and s 1 ≥ s 2 ≥ · · · ≥ s N ≥ 0 and may later optimize r j and s j . Optimization-For a given noise matrix γ out + γ M , the mutual information (4) can be maximized when signal P out is given by the so-called water-filling solution known in classical information theory [29] 
T be the eigenvalues (not sympletic ones) of [34] . The mutual information is then maximized when P out is diagonalized by the same transformation, i.e., R
The optimal signal power p j assigned against the noise λ j is given by p j = max {ν λ − λ j , 0}, where the "water" level ν λ is determined to saturate the energy constraint, 2N j=1 max {ν λ − λ j , 0} = trP out = 2τ n s = 2τ (Nn − n 0 ). Let k λ denote the number of nonzero signals i.e. λ j < ν λ for j ≤ k λ and λ j ≥ ν λ for j > k λ . Then, the mutual information via water-filling solution is given by
In [35] , we prove that S U0 = S UM = I, i.e. CMs al-
M representing product Gaussian states, gives the maximum in Eq. (8) . Our proof relies on the majorization theory [36, 37] and the fact that f (λ 1 , λ 2 · · · , λ k λ ) in Eq. (8) is Schurconvex. It shows that a separable encoding/decoding is The red curves represent the crossover from C sq (left region) to C coh (right region) for the optimal Gaussian capacity.
the optimal strategy, reducing the problem to finding the optimal single-channel Gaussian scheme.
, we proved that the optimal Gaussian communication under a singlechannel use is one of two well-known Gaussian schemes, coherent-state scheme or squeezed-state scheme depending on channel parameters [38] . In [35] , we give details for their capacities, C coh (coherent-state scheme) and C sq (squeezed-state scheme), compared with the ultimate Holevo bound C Holevo for completeness. Precisely, the Gaussian capacity approaches the Holevo bound in the high-energy limit, but does not so in low-photon regime of practical importance. Nevertheless, it attains a considerably high capacity in broad parameter regions. In Fig. 2 , we plot the ratio of Gaussian communication capacity to the Holevo capacity, max C coh , C sq /C Holevo . With input energyn increasing, there generally occurs a crossover from squeezed-state scheme to coherent-state scheme for the highest Gaussian capacity, with critical n c = 1+2m+τ 2mτ . For n < n c , the squeezed-state scheme achieves a high efficiency (> 90%) for smalln and large n th . Asn increases, the efficiency of squeezed-state scheme drops significantly and the optimal strategy turns into the coherent-state scheme for n > n c . The coherentstate scheme becomes efficient withn and n th increasing. Under amplification channel [ Fig. 2(c,d) ], a high efficiency (> 90%) is achieved broadly with gain g increasing. Under loss channel [ Fig. 2 (a,b) ], such a high efficiency hardly appears with n th small. Aiming at 80% (90%) efficiency under pure-loss channel (n th =0), a large input energy τn 52 (8098) is required.
Beyond Gaussian limit-We have established the Gaussian benchmark for the capacity limit of Gaussian communication under general Gaussian settings, which turns out to be below the ultimate Holevo capacity particularly in the low-photon regime. It is then interesting to identify non-Gaussian protocols to beat this Gaussian limit. A simple non-Gaussian receiver using photon counting was proposed for binary coherent inputs beyond Gaussian limit in the extremely low photon-number regime [28] . Because a binary input carries at most one bit of information, we extend to an M -ary signal modulation (M > 2) for higher communication rate. While some studies were done for M -ary signals [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , the analysis was made on error rate against SQL. In contrast, capacity in bits is an important quantity in communication and we are now able to rigorously assess merits of non-Gaussian receivers against the Gaussian-capacity benchmark.
We here investigate a non-Gaussian receiver recently demonstrated by Becerra et al. [18, 21] using on-off detection without photon-number resolving for easy implementation, together with quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) of coherent states as encoding. The Becerra receiver takes recursive steps of (i) splitting the coherent signal into L pulses and (ii) carrying out signal nulling (via inverse displacement) and photon detection sequentially. For each pulse, the receiver chooses a most likely hypothetical coherent state among inputs to displace input to a vacuum and then detects photons. If the hypothesis is correct, no click occurs at the detector. Looking into the detection history of previous stages, the receiver updates the hypothesis via Bayesian conditional probability, determining the displacement at next stage. The whole detection outcomes are used to guess an input.
Under QAM encoding, Alice prepares one of the coherent states at lattice points with spacing δ in phase space ( Fig. 3(a,b) ). In Fig. 3(c) , we show the mutual information attained by the Becerra receiver for 4-QAM under a loss channel, compared with the Gaussian capacity limit and the Holevo bound [39] . Its capacity is improved by increasing the number of stages L. While it cannot beat the coherent-state scheme with L = 4, it slightly does so with L = 16 and 64. However, it is hard to beat the squeezed-state scheme, which is highly efficient for a large η and a smalln. For a small transmittance η 0.2, the Becerra receiver begins to beat both Gaussian communication schemes.
To find enhanced performance of this non-Gaussian scheme by increasing the number of inputs, we move on to 16-QAM. With the pulse splitting to L = 64, we find that the Becerra receiver cannot beat the Gaussian limit with a standard 16-QAM where all input states are prepared with uniform probability (Fig. 3(d) ). This is because a coherent state with a larger displacement carries more energy, which needs to be probabilistically suppressed as we evaluate capacity under energy constraint. We thus investigate a modified 16-QAM where an input state is prepared according to a Gaussian-like distribution of deviation σ (Fig. 3(b) ), i.e. more weighted towards smaller amplitudes. Bob receives one of 16-QAM signals with δ ′ = √ ηδ and σ ′ = √ ησ due to channel loss. We now find that the Becerra receiver with this modified 16-QAM beats the Gaussian limit under a loss channel with moderate loss (η = 0.7). For a fixed σ, the mutual information first increases and then decreases with δ (n). When δ is too large, only 4 points near the origin contribute to inputs so the mutual information decreases to only log 2 4 = 2 bits. The optimal σ leading to the maximum mutual information increases withn (inset in Fig.  3(d) ). For a smalln, it is hard to beat the Gaussian limit (squeezed-state scheme). On the other hand, with a moderate value ofn, the Becerra receiver outperforms both Gaussian schemes (shaded region) attaining a high communication rate ( 3 bits per channel use) [40] .
Conclusion-We identified the capacity limit of general Gaussian settings with multimode Gaussian states and collective Gaussian measurements. We prove the additivity of Gaussian communication, i.e. single-mode communication is optimal without entangled states and jointmeasurements. Our finding clarifies the optimal strategy in Gaussian protocols: squeezed-state (coherent-state) scheme in small (large) input-energy regime. Furthermore, such a fundamental Gaussian benchmark can be used to critically assess the advantages of non-Gaussian receivers in view of capacity. We investigated the Becerra receiver with QAM coherent-states manifesting high communication rate beyond the Gaussian limit remarkably with an appropriate encoding strategy. This seems feasible within current technology considering its recent realization for error rate below SQL.
Our Gaussian benchmark can be very useful in identifying and assessing other non-Gaussian schemes as well. One direction to pursue is a joint-measurement receiver showing superadditive capacity like the case of binary inputs [41, 42] . We addressed the importance of appropriately choosing an input-state distribution for a given receiver setting to achieve enhanced capacity, which shall be crucially incorporated in future works.
capacity. In [35] , we show that our modified QAM, i.e. using a finite number of coherent states, can achieve the capacity of Gaussian communication by using a Gaussian receiver (heterodyne detection First we briefly introduce the basics of majorization theory [36] used in our proof. When two d-dimensional vectors x and y sorted in increasing order satisfy the relation 
In the main text, we have introduced CMs
representing the output state and the Gaussian measurement, respectively, at Bob's station.
For the case of S U0 = S UM = I, the eigenvalues of γ
are simply obtained by the sum of their diagonal elements as µ ≡ 1 2 (e −2r1 + e −2s1 , e −2r2 + e −2s2 , · · · , e −2rN + e −2sN , e 2rN + e 2sN , e 2rN−1 + e 2sN−1 , · · · , e 2r1 + e 2s1 ) T in increasing order. Denoting the eigenvalues of γ out + γ M by a vector
T , we have the majorization relation λ ≺ µ for any choices of S U0 and S UM . This is because for two Hermitian matrices X and Y with their eigenvalues x and y, respectively, x + y majorizes the eigenvalue vector of X + Y [37] . Even though we have above shown that the mutual information in Eq. (8) of main text is Schur-convex, the relation λ ≺ µ does not immediately guarantee
as the left-and the right-hand sides of Eq. (9) may have different number of arguments, i.e. k λ = k µ . Nevertheless, we now show that the inequality (9) is valid. Recall that k µ and k λ are the numbers of nonzero signal assigned by water-filling solution to the noise vectors µ and λ, respectively. (i) For the case of k µ = k λ , λ ≺ µ directly implies the weak majorization relation of truncated vec- 
(ii) When k µ > k λ , let us consider an alternative encoding where we only assign k λ signal to the noise vector µ [Fig. 4(c) ], instead of the optimal encoding with k µ signal [ Fig. 4(b) ]. Under this restriction, the mutual information becomes maximal when the signal is assigned by water-filling method to the noise vector (µ 1 , µ 2 , · · · , µ k λ )
T as depicted in Fig. 4(c) . Note that the new "water level" ν µ ′ is higher than ν µ due to the energy constraint. Of course, this is not the optimal strategy for the given noise vector µ, however, we have
is the water level for the original vector µ. Because µ j ≥ ν µ for j > k µ , we have the majorization relation
Using the noise vector µ ′ , the optimal encoding is the same as that for µ [ Fig. 4 (e) ], thus the mutual information does not change. In fact, we only add null signal Fig. 4(e) ]. Because we set elements of µ ′ such that 0 ≤ µ
is again decreasing and Schur-convex within this range. It thus gives the desired rela-
Gaussian communication schemes
A coherent-state scheme employs symmetric twoquadrature encoding on a coherent-state input and balanced heterodyne detection, that is, γ in = 1 2 I, P in =nI, and γ M = 1 2 I. Its capacity is given by
Squeezed-state scheme employs single-quadrature encoding on a squeezed-state input and homodyne detection, that is, γ in = 1 2 diag e −2r , e 2r , P in = diag 2(n − sinh 2 r), 0 , and
, e 2s with s → ∞. With the choice of optimal squeezing exp(2r) =
[ [25] [26] [27] , the capacity of squeezedstate scheme becomes
In Fig. 5 , we show the capacities of two Gaussian schemes together with the Holevo bound [5, 43] given by
where g(n) is the von Neumann entropy of a thermal state with thermal photon number n. We find that there exists a gap (shaded region) between the Holevo bound and the capacity of optimal Gaussian communication. For an ideal channel [ Fig. 5(a) ], the squeezed-state scheme always beats the coherent-state scheme [3] and attains the capacity close to the Holevo bound. However, as some noise is added [ Fig. 5(b) ], the capacity of the squeezed-state scheme grows with energyn less prominently than the coherent-state scheme, and the coherentstate scheme instead attains the capacity close to the Holevo bound. Except for the ideal case, there always exists a crossover between C coh and C sq . This is because a squeezed state is more fragile against the channel noise than a coherent state [5, 6] . One can readily find that the coherent-state scheme is optimal whenn ≥ 1+2m+τ 2mτ , and otherwise, the squeezed-state scheme is optimal. For the loss channel and the amplification channel with n th = 0, we find a small-energy region where the squeezed-state scheme beats the coherent-state scheme [ Fig. 5(c,e) ], but this region becomes smaller as n th increases [ Fig. 5(d,f) ]. The gap between the Holevo bound and the capacity of coherent-state scheme decreases as n th increases, or m increases. 
QAM encoding with heterodyne detection
We here show that it is possible to approach the capacity of coherent-state scheme obtained under the condition of continuous modulation by using a finite number of coherent states for encoding. In Fig. 6 , we plot the mutual information attained with 16(64)-QAM and balanced heterodyne detection under a pure-loss channel with transmittance η, along with the capacity of coherent-state scheme C coh = log 2 (1 + ηn) based on continuous modulation. We see that the mutual information attained using the M -QAM with Gaussian-like distribution (more weighted towards the origin of phase space) approaches very closely the capacity of coherentstate scheme (optimal strategy with heterodyne receiver) under the same energy, with the condition ηn σ ′2 . The maximum mutual information under M -QAM is given by log 2 M bits, i.e., 4(6) bits for 16(64)-QAM, and is achieved when the points are perfectly distinguishable. The mutual information drops as the spacing δ becomes large enough as ηn > σ ′2 (vertical dashed lines). When δ is too large, only 4 points near the origin become significant among the inputs so the mutual information decreases to only log 2 4 = 2 bits. On the other hand, if we employ M -QAM with uniform distribution (σ → ∞), I(A : B) shows a prominent gap from C coh with increasing energy.
